Since our flight leaves from Minneapolis at 12:20 on January 1, we need to meet in the airport, MSP Lindberg Terminal by 10:00 am. For convenience, we will be waiting just inside door number 1 on the ticketing level (marked in green on the map below). We will help you get your bags checked and when everyone is ready, we will proceed to the gate as a group. Bring a book, cards, or something else to occupy the waiting time. We have a fair amount of waiting time.

If you have trouble getting to the airport please call me (507-351-8647) or Debbie (507-351-1422) and let us know.

Minneapolis to Denver - United Airlines 443 - Thursday, January 1, 2009 - Leaves at 12:20 Arrives at 13:23

We return to Minneapolis on Friday, February 6 at 9:12 pm (scheduled). Have parents or friends meet us at baggage claim for flight NWA 308.

LAX to Minneapolis - Northwest 308 - Friday, February 6, 2009 - Leaves at 15:35 Arrives at 21:12